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"engine-driver" choice; and a deeper satisfaction than the power
to write, to a conscience restless whenever the phrase " reconstruc-
tion after the war'' is spoken in my hearing,	" .
Is it too late e   I have always suffered from a fear of thrusting  '
myself into something new;   a fear  of not finding the right<
door, and refusing to enter by the wrong one with neither the
cheek nor the self-confidence nor the sclf-forgetfukess to risk
the ridicule which (so I thought) would inevitably arise from a   •
bungling entrance.   And admitted that I am too easily mortified
and depressed by what does not matter, I have consequently
had too niuch adjuration for those fortunate people "who have
their hands on all the ropes and know whom to send for" . ..
the universal Wilcoxes of E. M. Forster's  creation.   I would
enter politics, I believe, if I were sponsored by a Wilcox; carried
in not by my own vitality, but by his.    And once in, I could
manage.
If, therefore, I were catapulted into politics, refusing to accept
the mild acquiescence of "too late", what would my politics
be and what would my party be ? Liberal 2 Labour? Die-hard
Tory ? (A brief defence here for die-hards and the unconscious
tragedy of their name: it hurts to die 'hard and painfully, and need
not necessarily imply a Blimp, a crusty old obstructionist; die
hard, but die for your faith, even though you would prefer to sink
softly asleep as they used to announce death on the Continent-
sanft eingeschlafen").
I am aware, of course, that there is an Independent Party and
wonder if I am being ingenuous to the verge of idiocy in asking
whetoer that is the same as aa Individualist Party? For when I
trawled my nets down among my own deep-sea political opinions
m search of a party fish, I caught a inionow and a mackerel and a
^ \^ ?      7°*ds> no anore s°l*d convictions than aa irre-
F^le krnging that d^t< people should benefit from recon-
2?3«^ ft1"**lea-hbw to obtairx **• ^b?dccent'l
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